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Abstract- Clustering time course gene expression data (gene 
trajectories) is an important step towards solving the complex 
problem of gene regulatory network (GRN) modeling and 
discovery as it significantly reduces the dimensionality of the 
gene space required for analysis. This paper introduces a novel 
method that hybridizes Genetic Algorithm (GA) and 
Expectation Maximization algorithms (EM) for clustering with 
the mixtures of Multiple Linear Regression models (MLRs). The 
proposed method is applied to duster gene expression time 
course data into smaller number of classes based on their 
trajectory similarities. Its performance and application as a 
generic clustering method to other complex problem are 
discussed. 
Index Terms- Gene trajectory clustering, Microarray data; 
Genetic Algorithm, Expectation Maximization, Gene regulatory 
networks. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
NA microarray provides a snapshot of the expression 
level of thousands of genes in a particular cell type. The 
technology has enhanced our understanding of the 
complicated biological systems at the molecular level and has 
been particularly useful in medical applications. By 
comparing the expression of these genes in normal and 
diseased tissues for example, we can identify the set of genes 
that may he causing the disease. For example, in [I] 
microarray gene expression data taken from Diffuse large B- 
cell lymphoma tissues is used to identify a set of genes that 
can be used to predict the outcome of treatment of this 
disease for individual patients. The significance of this 
technology is shown also by its substantial market growth at 
150% per annum over from 1997 to 2000 [2]. 
However, the problem of predicting the behavior of 
tumor or other type of cells requires more than analyzing 
static expression values of the genes from the RNA. As genes 
may vary in their expression level over time manifesting the 
dynamics of the cell processes, by measuring the expression 
of all genes over time, we can make a step towards finding 
some relationships between the genes and inferring Gene 
Regulatory Networks (GRN) that govern the underlying 
interaction between the genes. 
D 
In a single cell, the DNA, the RNA and the protein 
molecules interact in a continuous way during the process of 
the RNA transcription from DNA (genotype), and the 
subsequent RNA to protein (phenotype) translation [31. A 
single gene interacts with many other genes in this process, 
inhibiting, directly or indirectly, the expression of some of 
them, and promoting others at the same time. This interaction 
can be represented as a GRN (see Fig. I). A significant 
challenge for information scientists and biologists is to create 
computational models of GRN from both dynamic data (e.g. 
gene expression data of thousands of genes over time, and 
also from protein data) and from static data (e.g. DNA), 
under different external inputs (diseases, drugs, etc.). A large 
amount of both static and dynamic gene expression data is 
available from public domain databases. Collecting both 
static and time course gene expression data from up to 30,000 
genes is now a common practice in many biological, medical 
and pharmaceutical laboratories. 
Several generic information methods for modeling and 
for the discovery of GRN have been investigated so far [4]. 
Among them are: statistical methods, that include correlation 
techniques, linear regression, Bayesian networks, hidden 
Markov models; neural networks and evolving connectionist 
systems; evolutionary computation, and genetic algorithms in 
particular; directed graphs; Petri nets; ordinary and partial 
differential equations 15-71 . 
An important problem with inferring GRN is the large 
problem dimension (thousands of genes) relative to the small 
number of ohservations (several to tens of time points). For 
this reason, many clustering algorithms @-I31 are developed 
to reduce the problem dimensi9n. After filtering out genes 
that are considered inactive or contain missing values, these 
algorithms cluster the remaining useful genes into a small, 
manageable number of representative groups (genes that 
cluster together are expected to be co-regulated and have 
similar functions), which are then used to infer the GRN that 
represents the relationship between them [ 141. Clustering is 
thus an important tool for analyzing GRN. A simple example 
of such network is given in Fig. I.  
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Because of the large problem dimension, the search 
space is highly multi-modal. Clustering methods that use 
local-learning algorithms such as K-means algorithm and 
Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) are susceptible to 
finding locally optimal solutions and are unable to reach the 
global optimum. Moreover, local learning algorithms reach 
different local optima in each run (from different initial 
solutions), yielding inconsistent performance. In this paper to 
we propose a framework that hybridizes Evolutionary 
Computation, in particular Genetic Algorithm (GA), with a 
local-learning algorithm to perform optimal clustering of 
time-course gene expression data to alleviate this problem. 
CA is a robust, global optimization algorithm capable of 
finding gluhal uplimum in a multi-modal search space, yet it 
is inefficient in local-hill climbing. The hybrid algorithm 
combines the strengths of GA and the local-learning 
algorithm (in our case, EM) by using the former to select 
subset of data as initial cluster centers and the later to perform 
fast local optimization to achieve the final centers from these 
initial centers. In this way, the optimality of the final centers 
returned by the local-search algorithm can be used as the 
objective function for GA, which searches for the globally 
optimal subset of data as initial cluster centers. In other 
words, rather than beginning the local optimization from data 
points that are randomly chosen, the hybrid algorithm begins 
the local optimization from data points that are globally 
optimal, therefore increasing the consistency of the final 
clustering solution. 
As a demonstration of this framework, we hybridize GA 
and EM for optimal clustering with mixture of Multiple 
Linear Regression Models (MLRs). In the experiment, the 
hybrid algorithm is applied to the human fibroblasts time- 
course data that requires clustering of 512 useful genes and 
shows superior performance over using EM alone. Results 
show that although the hybrid algorithm requires higher 
computational cost, it performs consistently better in 
clustering accuracies. The hybridization framework is 
feasible to incorporate any local optimization methods to 
enhance the overall performance, for example, GA with the 
Scaled Conjugate Gradient method. 
In Section 11, 
literature on the problem of gene trajectory clustering, genetic 
algorithm and its application to clustering is reviewed. In 
Section 111, the proposed hybrid algorithm is described in 
detail. Experiment is performed in Section IV, in which the 
This paper is organized as follows. 
hybrid algorithm is applied to cluster the human fibroblasts 
data. Finally, conclusions and discussions are made in 
Section V. 
11. BACKGROUND 
A. Clustering of Gene Expression time-course data 
The clustering of gene expression time-course data or gene 
trajectories is central to GRN analysis. It involves extracting 
a small number representative gene series from thousands of 
gene series. The clustering algorithms have been mainly non- 
model-based methods such as K-means clustering [15], Tree- 
based clustering [IS]. hierarchical clustering [16], graph- 
based CAST algorithm [ I  I ]  and self-organizing map [lo]. In 
recent years, model-based methods such as Autoregressive 
models [171, B-splines [XI, cubic-splines [13] and mixture of 
Multiple Linear Regression Models (MLRs) [12, 181 are 
gaining popularity. The advantages suggested for the later 
are threefold: first, they can handle missing and irregularly 
spaced measurements; second, they can adjust model- 
smoothness and third, their out-of-sample predictive power 
can be evaluated. In this work, gene clustering is performed 
with the mixture of MLRs proposed in [12, 18). All these 
methods use local optimization method for clustering, which 
are ineffective when the search space is highly multi-modal. 
For this reason, we employ Evolutionary Computation and in 
particular, Genetic Algorithm (CA) to overcome these local 
optima. 
B. Evolutionary Computation and Genetic Algorithm 
Evolutionary Computation (EC) [ 191 represents a general 
class of global optimization algorithms that imitate the 
evolutionary process explained by Darwinian Natural 
Selcction. Its branches include Evolutionary Strategies, 
Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Programming.. EC searches 
with a set of multiple points and requires only the evaluation 
of the function value of the points. It is therefore robust for 
complex, black problems that lack derivative information and 
contain multi-modality - the problems that defeat classical, 
derivative-based search methods. However, the evaluation of 
multiple search points causes EC to be computationally 
intensive. Therefore, although some earliest forms of EC 
have existed since the mid 1960s, EC received research 
attention only after the availability of high-speed computers 
in the last two decade. 
GA was proposed by Holland in 1975 [201. It performs 
optimization in the binary domain to imitate the evolutionary 
process that occurs at the genetic level. Each solution is 
treated as a chromosome (strand of DNA code that carries 
genetic information) and each binary bit on the chromosome a 
gene. The genetic or evolutionary operators - crossover, 
mutation and selection - are direct imitations of their genetic 
counterparis. Although CA's operation seems heuristic, 
convergence to a high quality optimum (in the global sense) 
is theoretically supported by the Schema theorem developed 
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by Holland. For this reason, CA is one of the most studied 
forms of EC today and is widely applied to different 
Engineering problems. 
The basic operations of CA iterates between crossover, 
mutation and selection. Each iteration is called a generation. 
Each solution is coded as a binary string. First, a set of initial 
solutions is created and become the first parent (for 
“reproducing” new solutions called offspring) population. 
The crossover operator imitates the mixing of genetic 
information during sexual reproduction. It swaps genes 
andor segments at random positions between two parental 
strings to form two new strings, of which one becomes the 
offspring and the other abandoned to reduce statistical 
dependence between offspring. The crossover probability pc 
is usually between 0.5 and 0.9 [21]. The mutation operator 
imitates the occasional changes of genetic information on a 
chromosome due to external influences. It inverts each gene 
on the new string with a rare (between 0.001 to 0.1) but fixed 
probability pm [21]. The set of new solutions created by the 
crossover and mutation operator from the parent population 
are called the offspring population. The goodness of each 
solution is called its fitness and is evaluated by the 
optimization objective. The standard selection operator is the 
Roulette Wheel selection that assigns to each offspring 
solution a survival probability in proportion to its fitness. 
The survivors become the next generation parents. The 
process iterates until some termination criteria are met. 
C. Application of Genetic Algorithm to Clustering/Feature 
selection 
In the hybrid algorithm proposed, GA does not directly 
perform clustering but rather, complements it by selecting 
subset of data and use them as the initial cluster centers. This 
task is commonly known as feature (subset) selection, to 
which many successful GA applications have been reported 
[22-27]. In most of these approaches, each individual 
solution is encoded as an N-bit string where N is the total 
number of features. A “1” in the nth bit-position indicates 
that the nth feature is selected, whereas a “ 0  indicates 
otherwise. Conventional evolutionary operators of crossover 
and mutation are employed. The subset size may be 
restricted or self-determined, with the later requiring more 
function evaluations. Assuming that the optimal genes 
contribute to high fitness solution, this type of binary coding 
is consistent with the Schema theorem [28] that assures 
convergence towards the optimum. Our GA adapts this 
conventional solution representation and modeling. 
111. THE HYBRID CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
The objective of the proposed hybrid clustering framework is 
to improve the exploration capability of local clustering 
algorithms in multi-modal search space with Genetic 
Algorithm (CA). As a demonstration, we apply the hybrid 
framework to gene clustering with a mixture of Multiple 
Linear Regression models (MLRs), which uses Expectation 
Maximization algorithm (EM) as the local learning algorithm. 
The hybrid algorithm consists of two levels as depicted in 
Fig. 2. At the higher level, CA searches for the optimal 
subset of genes that act as initial cluster centers. At the lower 
level, the local learning method, in this case the Expectation 
Maximization algorithm (EM), performs local clustering from 
these initial centers. The objective is to combine the strength 
of CA and EM to produce a global yet efficient clustering 
alzorithm. 
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FIG. 2. THE HYBRID CLUSTERING ALGORITHM. 
The objective of the GA at the top level is to select the 
optimal subset of genes as the initial cluster centers. Let n 
denote the total number of genes and G denote the number of 
clusters. Each solution is encoded as an n-bit string with the 
ith bit position corresponding to the ith gene for ;=[I, 2, ..., 
n ] .  A “ I ”  in the ith bit position indicates that the ith gene is 
selected and a “ 0  indicates otherwise. Thus for selecting G 
optimal genes as the initial centers, all feasible solutions must 
have G number of “1”s and (N-G) number of “Os. The 
evolutionary operators include uniform crossover and 
mutation. Uniform crossover selects two random parents and 
at the crossover probability pc, swaps the bits between the 
parents at the same hit position with 50% probability to create 
two new solutions. One of them is then taken as the 
offspring. It has the important function of passing on high 
fitness schema from the parents to the offspring. Uniform 
crossover has the advantage over traditional k-point crossover 
that it eliminates biases in the crossover search [29]. 
Mutation simply inverts each bit of the offspring at the 
mutation probability pm to diversify to the search. It has the 
important function of preventing premature convergence. 
Finally, a repair operator is applied to the final offspring to 
ensure that the offspring is a feasible solution, i.e. it has G 
number of “1”s. If the solution has more than G number of 
“I” ,  the “1”s are randomly inverted, whereas if it has less 
than G number of “l”s, the “Os are randomly inverted. The 
repair continues until the solution has exactly G number of 
“1”s. Fig. 3 summarizes the operation of these three 
&pair 
FIG. 3. THE OPERATION OF THE UNIFORM CROSSOVER, 
MUTATION AND REPAIR OPERATOR (FOR 6 3  CLUSTERS). 
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The fitness function of each solution is measured as the 
maximum log likelihood of the EM-optimized model 
(described later). For selection method we use the elitist 
scheme of w1) that selects the hest-fit .U solutions out of the 
joint pool of .U parents and 1 offspring to he the next 
generation parents. The elitist scheme ensures that the best 
solutions always stay in the population and thus yield faster 
convergence. Since the search relies only on the population 
information and not on gradient information, it is less 
susceptible to getting trapped in local optima. 
The clustering model is a mixture of G MLRs (one for 
each cluster), each of which represents a single gene 
trajectory cluster given by 
Y , = s w , + ~ , ) + E ~  7, - N ( o . ~ )  E , - N ( o , R )  ( 1 )  
where Y; =bi.1, yi2, ... yi,ilt is the ith gene trajectory of length 
I, S is the lx@+l) regression matrix (or hasis matrix) where p 
is the regression order, ,n+ is the @+I)-vector of regression 
coefficients, 1~ and ei are uncorrelated Gaussian noises for the 
regression coefficients and the trajectory respectively. The 
regression matrix S can adapt Vandermonde, spline basis 
function or even time-series functions. Here we use the 
Vandermonde function given by 
where (r,,rZ,.,.,rl]are the times at which the points in the 
trajectory are observed. Let z; =(z;,. .... z j G )  be the cluster 
membership vector for the ith trajectory where z p l  if the ith 
trajectory belongs to the kth cluster and 0 otherwise. The 
standard method for mixture model learning is to treat zi as 
missing variables and apply Expectation Maximization (EM). 
See [IS, 301 for implementation details. Here we only 
provide all the necessary iterative equations. EM performs 
parameter estimation through maximizing the complete data 
log likelihood I ( . )  given by 
\ wt .r ,oz,pt)  
The maximization is achieved by iterating (4)-(7), 
(3) 
'. ;=I ti, 
where 
(7) 
f(Y I z i k )  3 N(s,u,, &I + srss') (11) 
ni is the prior probability for the kth cluster. The initial 
regression coefficients .U: of the kth cluster are computed 
from G randomly sampled curves Y, 
,U; = ( s l s r ' s l Y i  (12) 
The initial variance a2 has lesser effect to the final 
solution and is simply set to an arbitrarily small value (0.1 in 
our case). 
The choice for initial regression coefficients makes 
significant difference to the quality of the final solution. It is 
because the search space is multi-modal and EM is a local 
optimizer, the initial values determine which local optimum 
the leaming leads to. In standard EM, the initial centers are 
randomly chosen subset from the data or computed with K- 
means algorithm. The later may not he suitable in this 
application as we find that its objective leads to a different 
solution from that of the EM. 
To improve the initial estimates, the hybrid algorithm 
uses CA to select the optimal subset of data as the initial 
cluster centers and calculate their regression coefficients 
using (12). In each generation, GA produces a set of 
offspring solutions, each of which represents a subset of 
genes used for computing the initial clusters, Each offspring 
is then EM-optimized. Using maximum-likelihood given in 
(3) as the fitness function, the best offspring are selected as 
next generation parents to reproduce new offspring. The 
evolutionary operators assure the accumulation of the optimal 
gene and hence the increase of the overall fitness. 
w. APPLICATTON TO THE RESPONSE OF HUMAN FIBROBLASTS 
TO SERUM DATA SET 
The experiment compares the performance between the 
proposed hybrid algorithm and the random-initialization EM 
in the application of gene trajectory clustering of the human 
fibroblasts to serum data set. The data set was reported in 
[311. It recorded the time program at 12 time points of gene 
expression during the physiological response of fibroblasts to 
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serum using cDNA microarrays. The data consists of 8618 
genes sampled at (0, 0.25, 0.5, I ,  2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24) 
hours, of which 517 genes are identified to respond 
significantly lo the serum and are clustered. The log- 
normalized data of 517 genes is shown in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4. THE HUMAN FIBROBLASTS TO SERUM DATA (517 GENES). 
The order for the MLRs is chosen to be P=6 since the 
coefficients for higher orders are negligibly small (<10e-4). 
The clustering results obtained by the hybrid method and the 
random-initialization EM are visually similar and also to 
those obtained in [8, 311. We must therefore use the model 
likelihood to measure the goodness of fit. Some example 
results from clustering the data into G=7 classes are shown in 
,,-,".., ....... 
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FIG. 5. TWO OFTHE SEVEN CLUSTERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED 
GENES. 
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' FIG. 6. ALL SEVEN CLUSTERS OF GENE TRAJECTORIES. 
The settings for GA and EM are as follows. The binary 
coded solution is N=517 bits long with "1"s at the selected 
gene and "0"s at the rest. The population sizes are p I 0  for 
the parents and k 2 0  for the offspring, which are relatively 
small in order to limit computation time. The selection 
scheme is the elitist scheme (&A) that always keeps the best 
individuals in the population to accelerate convergence. 
Uniform crossover is applied at a high crossover rate ~ ~ 0 . 9 ,  
which is a common choice to facilitate transmission of 
optimal schema in the population. While binary mutation is 
often applied at the mutation rate p,=I/N that yields an 
average of one inversion per string, we set pm to relative high 
rate ofp,=(G/N) to yield an average of G (G is the number of 
clusters) inversions per string to increase the diversity of the 
search. Each GA runs for 20 generations (obviously, the 
larger the number the generation, the higher the solution 
quality becomes. Here we use a relatively small number of 
generations for time saving and demonstration purpose only). 
For EM, the stopping criterion is when the maximum log 
likelihood increases by less than 1. 
Performance is measured in maximum log likelihood 
(ML) obtained by the models over clustering the data into ( 5 ,  
7 ,  9 11, 13, 15) classes. Conversion from MI. to other 
performance measures like Akaike or Bayesian information 
criterion is straightforward. All results are averaged over 10 
runs. They are tabulated in Table 1. 
TABLE 1: MAXIMUM LOG UKELMOOD OFTHE MLRS WITH 
DIFFERENTNUMBER OFCLUSTERS IDENTIFED BY CA AND 
RANDOM INITIALIZATION. 
Results in Tabla I show that the hybrid algorithm scores 
higher ML with smaller standard deviation (higher 
consistency) than the random initialization EM over at all 
tested number of clusters. The improvement in ML increases 
as the number of clusters increases. This is explained by the 
increased number of gene combinations at higher number of 
clusters (2e'" combinations at G=5 versus 3e'' 
combinations at G=15), which introduces more multi- 
modality and in turn amplifies the advantage of GA's global 
optimization capability. A typical GA run is shown in Fig. 7. 
The fitness increases uni-directionally, which is the 
characteristic of the @A) selection scheme. X [ f l  1520 __ Bes,-l'im"ar .. ~ I" Ilc p.pul""n 
8330 
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FIG. 7. EVOLUTION OF THE BEST-RTNESS FOUND IN THE 
POPULATION. 
Note that GA's superior performance incurs higher 
computational costs, requiring a total of (A".generations) 
EM evaluations. However, with the human fibroblast data 
that has 517 genes and 12 time points, each EM evaluation 
requires less than 10 seconds (running in Matlab on a 
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Pentium IV 2.4GHz) and hence GA poses little problem with 
computation time. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper introduces a novel clustering method based on the 
hybridization of GA and EM algorithms lo mixture of MLRs 
and applies this method for clustering of gene expression time 
course data (trajectories) as a step towards the creation of 
gene regulatory networks to model the behavior of biological 
cells. The experimental results on gene expression time 
course data available on the public domain show the 
advantages of the hybrid CA-EM approach when compared 
with the standard approach of using random initialization EM 
algorithm only. The method can be applied on other complex 
problems of variable trajectory clustering, such as signal 
processing and financial data. 
The proposed hybrid GA framework can be easily 
generalized to other clustering methods, for example, the K- 
means and the multivariate Normal mixture model. By 
applying GA to optimal selection of the subset of data as 
initial clusters, the solutions obtained by these algorithms can 
be more globally optimal. 
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